
› Amor

› Bella

◊Sebastian Ospina
           Armenia, Colombia

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Dxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

Habitamos espacios, espacios sin nombre, espacios que creamos para sentirnos mejor,
espacios para evadir a los demás, espacios para precipitarnos y pensar, o simlemenete
espacios para vivir.este es el proyecto de Sebastian Ospina, un proyecto donde se busca dar 
vida a lugares sin vida. Gran parte de su trabajo se basa en la soledad, en buscar espacios 
para pensar, meditar o simplemente disfrutar. Sebastian Ospina nace en Armenia - Colombia 
a sus 24 años ha trabajado en agencias de publicidad en Bogotá - Colombia y México - D.F. 
como director de arte, actualmente vive en México desarrollando su proyecto llamado 
Underball, espacios creados par evadir la soledad.
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› Mr. President

› All War is Deception

“I like art. I make art. ‘Nuff said.” Says the young artist whose work is heavily 
influenced by pop, digital, and short-tempered activism.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

◊Alec Goss
           Chicago, USA
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› Conversation discontinue

› On fashion and shame

Laurindo Feliciano was born in Belo Horizonte, Brazil in 1980. He has
lived and worked in Paris since 2003.  Before the start of his Illustration career 
he worked as an architect and designer.  All those years working in these areas 
taught him a very disciplined take on the creative process and how to apply 
these rules to his illustration work.
Inspired by his own collection of vintage books, magazines, postcards and
letters, he has created an impressive amount of beautiful illustration works 
over the years. All of his Illustrations and posters share a certain nostalgic flair 
and a great passion for surrealism. Laurindo’s illustrations beam with quality 
and care blended flawlessly.

Zxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Sxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

◊Laurindo Feliciano
           Paris, France
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› Smoker

“...but who or what are we dealing with ?”
Born in 1975 in Bartoszyce, Poland and currently residing in Krakow, Franz
Falckenhaus studied and graduated with a degree in Information Technology
and Computer related Studies. Although he never had any formal training in
the arts, Franz always had an interest in photography, film, and collage.
His collage works are mainly digital and are always composed from selected
vintage illustrations and images mixed with found paper materials.
He skillfully combines self-made elements such as: backgrounds, shadows, 
and drawings with cleverly chosen photos to assemble them all together into 
art.
Franz’s style obviously shows recognition of his interest and passion with
vintage aesthetics. His subject matter contains a sense of humor and a certain 
nostalgic feel as well. Being a self-taught collage artist, he sees things a little 
differently.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Sxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Mxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

◊Franz Falckenhaus
           Kraków, Poland
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◊Becha
           Novi Sad, Serbia

Vesna Peöic alias BECHA (1984) is a graphic designer and illustrator
residing in Novi Sad. She graduated from Faculty of Arts in Niö, department 
of graphic design. She worked as art director at Fried Pictures studio until 
2011 and since then she works as a freelance artist. Most of her works
explore digital collage technique.
BECHA ís work was exhibited at the Mikser 2010, Star of Bethnal Green in 
London, Depthcore in New York, Cut&Paste contemporary collage show 
in Stockholm... She had three solo exhibitions in Niö, Belgrade and Zajecar. 
Her work is represented, on the cover of the book Idea Generation by AVA
publishing, in the magazines such as Computer Arts, Advanced Photoshop, 
Digital Arts, Sushi ADC and many others. In the field of illustration, was
hired by Telenor, Universal Music, Yamaha, ELLE, Playboy, Emirates
Airlines...

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Sxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Mxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

› Silent spring
Editorial “Silent spring”
made for fashion magazine FAAR
Clothes & shoes: ANA LJUBINKOVI∆
Photo: MILOä NADAéDIN
Models: IVANA MOMIROV
Hair: OLIVERA MILI∆EVI∆ for O`LIVIO
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› The Crust

The saying goes that beauty comes in all shapes and sizes. It occurs in places 
you least expect.
Revealing its art in the human body, but also cruelly absent in the presence of 
deformations and scars.
Ashkan Honarvar (1980) depicts an undeniable, unavoidable beauty by
accepting the darker sides of human “nature”.
The body, torn by acts of war, exploited by the sex industry or used as a tool for 
seeking identity, is the focal point of his work. This constitutes a search for a 
universal representation of the evil latent in every human, providing an
opportunity for reflection. His aesthetic dissection has an intriguing macabre 
nature, which opens the images to interpretation.
Honarvar’s almost empiric exploration of the human condition knows no
bounds. Its goal; the indefinable core.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Sxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Mxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

Titus Verheijen

◊Ashkan Honarvar
           Trondheim, Norway
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› RAW / FUN / END / NOW

Buenos Aires, 1975. Designer, illustrator, collage artist. Since 2002 he lives 
and works in Barcelona, trying to create an imaginary world from torn pieces 
of the real one. 
He has worked for brands such as Nike, Wired Magazine, Sunday Times, EA, 
SAP or Gestalten; and exhibited his art in more than 40 galleries in Barcelona, 
New York, Tokyo, Berlin, Rotterdam, Antwerp, Roma, Lima or México DF, to 
name just some. 
He is one of the founding members of The Weird Show, showcasing in
exhibitions, internet and printed matter the most outstanding collage art 
worldwide.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Mxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

◊Max-o-matic
           Barcelona, Spain
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› Holy Moly

› Rear guard

Lou Beach is an illustrator, artist, and writer. These collages are continuations 
of dreams by means of glue and paper and scissors; fables from an unnamed 
and feverish land. They contain narratives that are mysterious or obvious, 
stupid or sublime. 

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

◊Lou Beach
           Los Angeles, USA
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› Lady Asteroïd

As a child, Julien is very impressed by the Pink Floyd’s records covers designed 
by Storm Thorgerson, that his parents are often listening. As a teenager, David 
Lynch’s movies make him fall in love with cinema and this lead him to study 
cinematography at Louis Lumière school in Paris. 
In 2002, Julien discovers the possibilities of computer image manipulation 
and very soon realizes that this medium suits perfectly his desire of artistic 
creation. He starts to accumulate «digital collage» pieces, already working 
with bargain-hunted vintage imagery and trying to go beyond the usual «cut 
and paste» technique in order to create coherent-but- surrealistic strange 
worlds that he likes to call «Perpendicular Dreams». 
In 2004, his first commissioned illustration work is for the CD cover artwork 
of the «Néons Blancs et Asphaltine» album, by french singer Arman Méliès. 
Since then, besides his personal creations, he works as a freelance illustrator, 
for press, advertising and music.
In 2010, he’s the winner of the Swatch Special Prize, at Illustrative Young
Illustrators Awards in Berlin.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Mxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Kxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

◊Julien Pacaud
           Paris, France
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› Birdland

› Mind the Beatles, darling! 

Belgium born Sammy Slabbinck renders dynamic collages, combining vintage 
photographs with contemporary compositional styles. His eye for muted
tones and surreal compositions make his work both engaging and utterly
memorable. Sammy likes to play with proportion in his prints and originals, 
using his signature style of combining vintage collage with his own
illustrations.
Humour and surrealism play a huge role within Sammy’s work. Motifs from 
popular culture today, juxtaposed with vintage images make for a really
freshing and exciting approach to collage. A passionate collector of vintage 
magazines and books, Sammy has always been attracted to the graphics and 
imagery from the 50’s to 70’s era. Over the years he has built his own stock 
library of material; his first port of call when creating a new piece.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Mxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Kxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

◊Sammy Slabbinck
           Bruges, Belgium
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› Taunted by the mind

Hisham Akira Bharoocha is a Brooklyn based artist concentrating on creating music, visual art, 
and photography. Born in Japan, Hisham has exhibited in solo shows around the world and group 
shows at galleries such as Deitch Projects, John Connelly Presents, and Yerba Buena Center for the 
Arts. He has been published in numerous publications including Art Forum, V, I-D, Flaunt, Tokion, 
and Blend.
Presently, Hisham is focused on creating work that shows the absurdity and logic of how the mind 
functions, what kind of relationships it creates between experiences, and images that we absorb 
through our senses moment by moment.
Hisham is also one of the New York underground community’s creative leaders, continually trying 
to bring together the visual art, music, and fashion communities for collaboration. He is well 
known in the underground music scene for being a founding member of the bands Lightning Bolt 
and Black Dice. After leaving Black Dice, he created Soft Circle, a solo project that allows him a 
more personal exploration of his own musical interests. Bharoocha has toured with such bands as 
Boredoms, No Age, and High Places.
Hisham is currently collaborating with Sonic Youth’s Kim Gordon, model Erin Wasson, No Age, 
Opening Ceremony, Maria Cornejo, & United Bamboo on a line of sunglasses called
Phosphorescence.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Mxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Mxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

◊Hisham Akira
           Brooklyn, NY, USA
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› Magnum Infinity

› Armament Research

Mario Wagner, born 1974, lives and works as an artist and illustrator in Berkeley, USA.
His work has been published in renowned anthologies, including 3x3 Magazine and
Illustration Now! 
He also contributed work to advertising campaigns for clients such as ABSOLUT VODKA, 
Cheerios, IKEA and his work regularly appears in publications such as the New York Times 
Magazine, Wall Street Journal and WIRED Magazine.
His fine art has been shown in numerous exhibitions in Berlin, Los Angeles, San Francisco 
and London, on art fairs like SCOPE, NADA and Art Basel Miami.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxx.
Sxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Sxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

◊Mario Wagner
           Berkeley, USA
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